The recent approach of Bergan and Wang for the shear inclusion in plate deformation is used in nodeling the gear lOoth as a cantilever plate.
INTRODUCTION
Modeling of gear tooth by cantilever is a common practice [1,21 . Usually, beam and thin plate theories are Used Because of the nature of boundary conditions of the cantilever, and for the analysis of 'thick' teeth where shear effectcan not he neglected, one should use either three-dlimensional approach or thick plate theory1.6-RI. In this stuly the gear tooth is modeled as a 'thick' pl ate. The anal yci of thick plate is based on Reissner The paper starts -with a review of the energy expressions of classical plate bending theory and of Bergan-Wang approach. This is followed by a description of Rayleigh-Ritz method used to analyze the cantilever plate. Then a square cantilever plate under uniform and concentrated loads with different thickness is analyzed. Numerical results show that beam modeling is stiffer than plate modeling and the thinner the structure the greater the difference between them. As a practical example gear teeth deflections were calculated showing that shear inclusion leads to a more flexible resul t .
ENERGY EXPRESSIONS
a. Thin Plate S tra i n Energy:
The classical thin' plate theory based on Kirchoff-Love assumptions [8 ] gives a strain energy expression which is a function of the only transverse deflection w(x,y) , where x and y denote the cartesian coordinates in the mid-plane of the plate. More precisely, we have for an isotropic material the following expression for the strain energy: Recently, Bergan and Wang [11] have modified the theory reaching to a formulation which depends only on the transverse deflection w(x,y) .
approach will be used in this study. .One can easill, notice that while this approach Uses only the transverse • deflection w, it involves its derivatives up to the order four. It is also clear that as the thickness of the plate decreases the strain energy would be given by the classical thin theory without any numerical difficulties.
RAYLEIGH-RITZ METHOD
Consider a rectangular plate that is clamped along one of its sides (see Where the functions X m and Y n are the characteristic functions of uniform thickness beams in the x and y directions respectively. These functions have the appropriate beam boundary conditions [14] . In our case, they are given by: In Table 5 , a comparison between the results obtained by the mment image method 11, 19] , and the classical plate theory [4, 5] , and the Bergan-Wang approach is given. As expected the Bergan-Wang approach gives a higher deflection. It is also worthnoting that the concentrated load in this stmly is treated as a ' point ' load and not replaced by ironical' loading as done in Reference 3. 
